The translation of culture-bound expressions such as idioms, proverbs and similes can be a challenge even for professional translators who are expected to have an excellent command of the languages they work with, at least theoretically. Challenges arise when either the image or the meaning of the source language expression does not exist in the target language. For instance, the Arabic simile ‫جحا‬ ‫كمسمار‬ translates literally as "like Juha's nail" (image). However, a more suitable translation into English would in fact be along the lines of "no more than a vacuous excuse" (meaning). Therefore, in this paper, the author aims to establish, by conducting a survey of Arab professionals, the extent to which these expressions pose a challenge when translating between English and Arabic. In this survey, translators are also asked to translate selected culture-bound expressions and comment on them. The initial results will show that the translation of culture-bound expressions can indeed cause significant challenges for professional translators and that these challenges can be grouped into five categories on the basis of image and meaning. Suggestions regarding procedures will be made to overcome these cultural challenges by category. Overall, the results will suggest that there is a pressing need to increase the cultural component in translator training programmes.
"newspaper" might be used to refer to the same thing, it is a combination of two words, each of which has an equivalent in Arabic; ‫"أخبار"‬ the back translation of which is "news", and ‫,"أوراق"‬ the back translation of which is "paper".
Masrai and Milton state that "learners appear to have difficulty learning words with a non-direct translation equivalent, although, in fact, they are at the same or higher word frequency level in English compared to the words with a direct translation equivalent" (2015, p. 4) . In other words, Masrai and Milton's conclusion seems to suggest that words with direct translation equivalent in L1, even with a lower frequency level, are learned more readily than higher word frequency levels with non-direct translation equivalents in the L1. They state that learners, arguably, translators "tend to lean heavily on word translation type in the first place and word frequency comes second" (Masrai & Milton, 2015, p. 4) . Since CBIs are not as frequently used as vocabulary items, the processes and comprehension of CBIs can be investigated by observing the direct and non-direct translation equivalents. This is in line with Alhaysony's study (2017, p. 78) , where she found that learners tend to rely on idiomatic expressions that have an equivalent in their SL. Al-Faifi (2000, p. 295) suggested that translators "must acquire cultural competence [in the SL] to be able to construct similar cultural experiences" in the TL. Therefore, as an initial stage, in the same way learners do, translators need to master CBIs in their SL in order to be able to process them equally proficiently in the TL.
In this regard, the literal first hypothesis (Bobrow & Bell, 1973 ) is one of many approaches in the processing and comprehension of idiomatic expressions that can be used in this study, as all CBIs can be considered idiomatic to some extent. This hypothesis suggests that the literal meaning was given first but then the learner realized that the literal meaning was not acceptable and he turned to figurative meaning. In this respect, Bobrow and Bell propose that literal interpretation is always comprehended more quickly than figurative meaning, which can explain the difficulty of processing and comprehension for learners. Employing word-for-word (i.e., linking L2 words with their direct translations in the L1) translation can be a great challenge for translators since some words are used metaphorically in expressions such as golf widow, as strong as an ox. Translating these CBIs with their direct translation will lead to misunderstandings, since, for example, the figurative meaning of golf widow as a whole is ‫زوجھا"‬ ‫من‬ ‫,"مھملة‬ the back translation "neglected by her husband" is different from the meaning of the individual component words.
On the other hand, expressions such as as strong as an ox have negative connotations in Arabic, i.e., you may be strong as an ox but you are also probably stupid, compared to English, i.e., you are as strong as an ox and this is considered as positive in the L2. Thus, the challenge in this category is that both Arabic and English expressions are figurative expressions and are based on the figurative first hypothesis' (Gibbs, 1980) : native speakers recognize first figurative meaning then the literal meaning. Since this expression exists in the L1 Language, translators think that they recognize the figurative expression, which leads to mistranslation. This means that direct translation equivalent is not always a good choice for translators as neither single words as in the example "golf widow" nor the figurative expression "as strong as an ox" give the right meaning. In general, it is not a good idea to depend excessively on word-for-word translation, frequency or formality. Translators need to increase cultural awareness and comprehend the cultural meaning behind the words. But expressions such as play with fire (En.; Ar.) and apple of her father's eye (En.) joy of her father eye (Ar.) should be easy according to these hypotheses. This is because these expressions are used in both cultures with the same connotations.
Thus, the present study identifies all types of expression that have direct and non-direct translation equivalents and gives more attention to those expressions with direct translation equivalents regarding image but have different connotations; here they are referred to as same/similar image-different meaning. This category (no. 4 in this paper) was mentioned by Baker (2011) but it does not seem to have received much attention in translation studies. The nature of this Category 4 is highly important since the translators may think that they know the figurative meaning, as it has the same or similar meaning in their SL (direct translation) and could end up translating it with a wrong meaning. A mistake in Category 4 can not only lead to misunderstanding but also to crossing translation boundaries. For instance, the English speaker perceived the similes such as you're my/mommy's little monkey, or strong as an ox and tall as a giraffe positively as a compliment, but the same image use was perceived negatively by Arabic speakers.
The definition of CBI is based on Wray's definition of formulaic sequence as "a sequence, continuous or discontinuous, of words or other meaning elements, which is, or appears to be prefabricated: that is stored and retrieved whole from the memory at the time of use, rather than being subject to generation or analysis by the language grammar" (Wray, 2002, p. 9) . Thus, CBIs are a subset of formulaic expressions that have a strong cultural component. They can range from single words, e.g., bobby, hooligan, Beefeater, etc, to multi-word expressions, e.g., cream tea, trick or treat, as the crow flies, like a bull in a china shop, etc. The cultural component of CBIs could pose problems in translation and might require a special effort from translators to render them appropriately into the target language and culture.
Influential studies on formulaic language (e.g., Wray, 2002) state that L2 learners can improve the overall impression of their L2 production by using formulaic language (and therefore CBIs) which leads to more native-like translation. As noted by Ellis and Sinclair (1996; p. 234) , "the attainment of fluency, in both native and foreign languages, involves the acquisition of memorized sequences of language." Thus, CBIs can be processed faster than vocabulary items (e.g., Ortony et al., 1978; Wray, 2002) . This is supported by the simultaneous processing hypothesis (Swinney & Cutler, 1979) according to which vocabulary size is subject to a different analysis such as lexical, syntactical and semantic. CBIs are seen as one single unit and are therefore not subject to the previous analysis. As a consequence, CBIs have an advantage in terms of processing speed (Karlsson, 2013) .
Thus, in this study, the researchers suggest that translators need to develop a higher sensitivity to the meaning and connotations of individual words, not only by learning the most frequent words and applying word-for-word translation but also to consider formulaic language; mainly the CBIs that have deeper meanings, especially from the viewpoint of culture. More importantly, by viewing these hypotheses, it seems that training translation programmes in Arabic countries have underestimated the important strategies in processing and comprehending cultural content.
Translation Strategies
This study draws attention to Pym's (2017) point of view of looking at translation solutions. He is on firm ground in addressing diverse procedures, strategies, techniques and so on, under one label, translation solutions. By using this term, the translation process becomes a process of problem-solving which can indeed lead to more creative ways of finding new solutions and to think "outside the box". This can be beneficial especially if trainee translators limit themselves to the normal solution types which occur in the cognitive process of memorising all the differences between these overlapping typologies (see Table 1 ). Pym (2017) believes that different typologies can be misleading especially for trainee translators. He explains that they should be aware of the different options available to them but not limit themselves to these options. He provides a table for students in translation programmes outlining eight typology of solutions for translating different types of text which, he believes, can minimize any discrepancies between what he terms translation strategies, procedures and technique. This study discusses the possible solutions for translating CBIs with different levels of challenges. Table 1 shows a list of ways to solve problems in translation which Pym (2017) refers to as "cruise mode". With this list, the translator can use any combination of solutions and can be creative and invite new solutions. Following sections 5.1, to 5.5 there will be a discussion of each category and the best way to overcome these cultural challenges.
Methodology
The methodology used in this paper is quantitative and qualitative. A list of CBIs types was identified from Fernández-Parra's list of formulaic expressions (2014, p. 42) since she established a new classification based on semantic, syntactic and pragmatic criteria. From her list, those expressions without obvious cultural components were eliminated. Aldhahi et al. (2016) found that Arabic professional translators made a number of errors in translating CBIs and in providing the procedures used. From these errors and from the literature review, the types of challenges were grouped into five categories (see Section 5). The vast majority of errors discovered were in the translation of the CBIs as follows (cf. Aldhahi et al., 2016) :
Third language: where the target text reads like a "foreign" language and it "sounded wrong" (Duff, 1981, p. xi) . 2.
Opposite meanings (Baker, 2011, p. 69) where both cultures have the same image but they perceive it differently as one culture uses the image for a negative purpose while the other uses it for a positive purpose.
The classifying of common difficulties encountered in the translation of CBIs is given below.
Collection and Classification of CBIs
The researchers selected, over a period of nine months, those expressions with a variety of associated cultural content from different sources such as films, TV programmes, websites, dictionaries, and books. The data collected consists of 1,100 CBIs, i.e., 550 English CBIs (ECBIs) and about 550 Arabic CBIs (ACBIs). The quotes, phrasal verbs, and collocations (about 90 CBIs) were eliminated in an initial analysis since their cultural influence was not as clear as other types of CBIs. The final set of CBIs amounted to 774 expressions (50% in each language) and is illustrated in the following Table. As shown in Table 2 , the highest numbers of expressions were idioms, proverbs and similes. Thus, in this study, focus was placed on these types of CBI but the findings may well be applied to other categories of CBIs. Also, those expressions selected are divided into the five classifications (cf. see Table 3 ) based on the similarities and differences between the image and meaning of the expressions.
Based on a literature review (cf. Aldhahi, unpublished thesis), there were different classifications of idioms and idiomatic expressions on the similarities and differences between the expression and the equivalent. For example, Gläser (1984) established three groups of equivalences between idioms in L1 (English) and L2 (German):
1) "Complete equivalence" (close correspondence), e.g. the English expression, all roads lead to Rome, corresponds to the German expression Alle Wege führen nach Rom, and also in Arabic ‫روما‬ ‫الى‬ ‫تؤدي‬ ‫الطرق‬ ‫.كل‬ These idiomatic expressions use the same structure and refer to the same meaning.
2) "Partial equivalence", e.g., lame duck corresponds to the German lahme Ente which refers to human agents only, while the English expression refers to human agents and to collective entities such as an enterprise.
ijel.ccsenet.org Vol. 8, No. 3; 2018 3) "Zero equivalence", e.g., to take (holy) orders can be translated into German as die heiligen Weihen empfangen, with the literal meaning "receive holy ordination" (which is quite close to the English); in den geistichen Stand eintreten, the back translation means "enter into the spiritual state/condition".
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Gläser uses equivalence for the use of image only but underestimated other equivalents with a different image use. This could be very challenging for translators if they are limited to equivalence in images used because some expressions from different cultures have exactly the same image but with different connotations such as strong as an ox.
By contrast, Awwad (1990) considers the equivalents with different images and proposes four classifications of English idioms and their Arabic equivalent by means of the following categories:
1) Expressions and functions correspond in both languages, e.g., play with fire corresponds to the Arabic expression ‫بالنار(‬ ‫,)يلعب‬ the back translation being "play with fire".
2) Functions correspond in both languages but expressions are completely different, e.g., waste one's breath corresponds to the Arabic expression ‫وقته(‬ ‫,)يضيع‬ the back translation being "waste one's time".
3) Functions correspond but expressions differ slightly, e.g., to hold the reins corresponds to Arabic expression ‫األمور(‬ ‫زمام‬ ‫,)يمسك‬ with the back translation being "holding the reins of things". 4) Both expressions and functions differ and are language-specific, e.g., lip service corresponds to the Arabic expression ‫كالم(‬ ‫,)مجرد‬ the back translation being "no more than talking".
Awwad's work covers many aspects of equivalence compared to Gläser's categories; however, the only category left out was the expression that used the same image and has a different meaning. Baker's classification (2011, pp. 71-75) identifies four main difficulties in arranging idioms in the following categories:
1) An idiom or fixed expression may have no equivalent in the target language (TL), e.g., in some culture-specific items such as Merry Christmas.
2) An idiom or fixed expression may have a similar counterpart in the TL, but its context of use may be different; the two expressions may have different connotations. For example, the English expression to sing to a different tune, which means to reverse one's views or to change one's mind. Similarly, in Chinese, chang-dui-tai-xi, the back translation is "to sing different tunes" but with a different meaning it means "to sing a duet".
3) An idiom may be used in the source text (ST) in both its literal and idiomatic senses at the same time. Unless the TL idiom corresponds to the source language (SL) idiom both in form and in meaning, the play of meanings cannot be successfully reproduced in the target text (TT). For example, the English expression pokes his nose into can be used both literally and idiomatically.
4) The very convention of using idioms in written discourse, the context in which they can be used, and their frequency of use may be different in the SL and in the TL. Baker states that "using idioms in English is thus very much a matter of style. Languages such as Arabic and Chinese, which draw a sharp distinction between written and spoken discourse and where the written mode is associated with a high level of formality tend, on the whole, to avoid using idioms in written texts" (2011, p. 75).
Baker (2011) discusses the Category 2 that was missed by Gläser (1984) and Awwad (1990) , in which expressions use the same or similar images but with different connotations. This category will be adapted in this study's classification along with other classifications from Awwad's categories but here the terms will be different, they will be based on the variables of image and meaning to make it easier to comprehend. Following the literature review and after analysing the responses from the 35 participants (cf. Aldhahi et al., 2016) , the researchers present five classifications as the most comprehensive approach covering all aspects mentioned by previous authors based on image and meaning:
1) Same image-same meaning (SaI-SM), i.e., the word image is exactly the same in both languages and refers to the same meaning (see example 1, Table 3 ).
2) Similar image-same meaning (SiI-SM), i.e., the word image is almost the same in both languages and it refers to the same meaning. Thus, if there is an expression that uses five words, four words are the same and one is different (see example 2, Table 3 ).
3) Different image-same meaning (DI-SM), i.e., both languages have produced the same idiomatic senses but by using different words (see example 3, Table 3 ). Table 3 ). Table 3 presents examples of each category in English CBI and their equivalent in Arabic CBI with back translations for the Arabic CBIs. This will facilitate discussion of each example with a native speaker in English and Arabic to give them the closest equivalent and enable classification of each example. Analysing each type of challenge in translating the CBIs between Arabic and English and the best solutions per each type of CBI will be presented in sections 5.1., 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. Finally, a discussion on the results and limitations of the study will be addressed in section 6.
The translation solutions drawn upon in this study mainly relate to cultural correspondence. This type of cover is what Vinay and Darbelnet term equivalence and adaptation (1995, p. 32) . Equivalence has two dimensions: natural equivalence by replacing the expression A with the expression B and, at the same time, expression B can be replaced exactly with expression A (Pym, 2010, p. 2) ; and directional equivalence by using different typology of translation solutions that are addressed in Table 1 such as resegmentation, perspective changes and density change ; "the translator has active choices to make and there is no guarantee of exact return" (Pym, 2010, p. 2) . In general, the process of translation is usually affected by the translator's ideology and how ideology can affect the selection of words in the target text (Schäffner, 2003; Tymoczko, 2003) .
SAME Image-SAME Meaning
This class can be considered the easiest class among the five categories if the translator is competent in his/her native language. In this case, translators can retrieve more quickly the figurative meaning in the L2 because they can recognise the expressions when they see them. Therefore, they can bypass the literal meaning as explained in the figurative first hypothesis that explained the native speakers' retrieval of figurative language (Gibbs, 1980) ; this can also be used for any expression in the target language that uses the same image and same meaning. As explained by Wray (2002) , CBIs are processed faster than the literal meaning of expressions. For example, the proverb at the tip of one's tongue corresponds to the Arabic ‫لسانه(‬ ‫طرف‬ ‫,)على‬ the back translation being at the tip of one's tongue. The best solution uses the natural equivalence as shown in Table 4. ijel Vol. 8, No. 3; 2018 A drowning man will clutch at a straw ‫بقشة‬ ‫يتعلق‬ ‫الغريق‬ A drowning man will catch at a straw Similes 9
As light as a feather ‫الريشة‬ ‫من‬ ‫أخف‬ As light as a feather 10
As brave as a lion ‫األسد‬ ‫مثل‬ ‫شجاع‬ As brave as a lion 11
As proud as a peacock ‫طاووس‬ ‫من‬ ‫أزھى‬ As proud as a peacock 12
As different as night and day ‫والنھار‬ ‫الليل‬ ‫بأختالف‬ They are as different as night and day
In Table 4 , all three classes of CBI have used an identical idiom for the translation, as the image used and the meaning is the same which makes this category the least challenging among the five categories.
SIMILAR Image-SAME Meaning
Similar to the previous category, this category is straightforward as the image and the meaning are familiar. The translators can retrieve the CBI faster in the L2 since they can recognise the expressions once they read them or hear them so they can avoid the literal meaning using the figurative first theory (Gibbs, 1980 ) and Wray's formulaic language. However, it is more challenging than the first class as the translator has to pay special attention to the differences between the two expressions. Similar to the previous category, the best solution is natural equivalence as illustrated in Table 5 . In Table 5 , the 12 examples have similar images and the meanings are the same. For example, the English idiom by heart corresponds to the Arabic ‫قلب(‬ ‫ظھر‬ ‫,)عن‬ the back translation of which is by back of the heart. Thus, both expressions correspond to each other but the Arabic CBI has the additional word, back.
DIFFERENT Image-SAME Meaning
In this category, both expressions have the same meaning, but use different images. For example, the English simile like a snail corresponds to the Arabic ‫السلحفاة(‬ ‫مثل‬ ‫)بطيء‬ and the back translation is "like a turtle". In this class, the challenge is greater as the translator has to find a completely different expression that has the same ijel.ccsenet.org Vol. 8, No. 3; 2018 8 meaning. The first problem that might face the translator is to recognise the expression. Similes can be recognised easily by looking to the syntactic structure used (i.e., as…as, or like…); idioms can also be easily recognised, especially when they are not logical and grammatically not correct. With regard to proverbs, they can be more challenging due to the fact that they are generally well constructed grammatically and the meanings of their individual component words are logical. However, translators can recognise proverbs by looking to the moral teaching they generally convey.
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Strategies used by translators such as the simultaneous processing and literal first hypotheses can identify the figurative expression which is the most important step to translate CBIs. It is then the translator's responsibility to provide the meaning by finding an effective equivalent. The best typology (cruise mode) seems to be cultural correspondence or describing the meaning by adapting and/or paraphrasing. This is illustrated in Table 6 . 
SAME/SIMILAR Image-DIFFERENT Meaning
In this category, both expressions have the same or similar images, but the meaning connotation with the words is different. For example, the English idiom when in Rome do as the Romans do is one of the expressions that present a considerable challenge as the survey found that many translators translated it into the Arabic CBI ( ‫أھل‬ ‫بشعابھا‬ ‫أدرى‬ ‫,)مكة‬ the back translation of which is the people of Mecca know their Mecca routes (through mountain passes) as shown in Table 7 . The meaning here is to question the specialist in the area on the basis of inadequate knowledge, whereas the meaning of the English idiom is to behave as the locals do. This is a totally different meaning since the English CBI means to act and adapt to the same behaviour as the people around (to adapt to the customs and traditions of the places you visit). The cultural correspondence phrase in Arabic is ( ٍ ‫قوم‬ ‫في‬ ‫كنت‬ ‫إذا‬ ‫إنائھم‬ ‫من‬ ‫)فأحلب‬ whose back translation is If you are within a people milked on their bowl. The problem with this expression is that it is not familiar or frequently used in contrast with the people of Mecca know their Mecca routes through mountain passes as explained by Swinney and Cutler (1979) based on simultaneous processing hypothesis that the idiomatic meaning must have an advantage in terms of processing speed that hinders the literal meaning.
It is also based on the figurative first hypothesis (Gibbs, 1980) where native speakers rarely attempt a literal reading of the CBI because they process the figurative meaning easily when they see it and therefore bypass the literal meaning. As a result, if there is no cultural correspondence or if it is not familiar in the L1, the best strategy to use is directional equivalence. The challenge in this class is that translators might think it is the first or the second class as s/he is familiar with the figurative expression (see Table 3 and Table 4 ). The translation solution suggested in this case is resegmentation (cruise mode). Pym (2017, p. 2) defines this typology as "the splitting or joining of sentences; re-paragraphing; generally changing the order of text parts at sentence level or above". Calque is not appropriate as it can lead to misunderstandings; for example, as strong as an ox, if the translators keep the same image it will be unacceptable as it is already used in the target language but with a different meaning. Thus, if the translator decides to borrow the English CBI as strong as an ox, s/he will make a mistake as the expression already exists in Arabic but with a negative meaning, not strong but rather stupid. Thus, the best procedure is to give more explanation by using paraphrase (footnote or gloss) and descriptive equivalent. Absence makes the heart grow fonder
‫بعيد‬ ‫العين‬ ‫عن‬ ‫البعيد‬ ‫القلب‬ ‫عن‬
Far from the eye, far from the heart ‫ولوعا‬ ‫الحب‬ ‫يزيد‬ ‫البعد‬ ‫المعنى:‬ ‫عكس‬ / ‫يزيد‬ ‫حبك‬ ‫ابعد‬ Said as an excuse to someone who has not stayed long and not been in touch.
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The tail wagging the dog ‫من‬ ‫راسه‬ ‫تعرف‬ ‫ما‬ ‫الكلب‬ ‫ذيل‬ ‫رجليه/‬ ‫أعوج‬ You don't know his head from his tail/ The dog's tail is always askew ‫الكبير‬ ‫على‬ ‫الصغير‬ ‫األمر‬ ‫يسيطر‬ ‫عندما‬ Said when the little one controls the big one
Similes 9
As tall as a giraffe
Tall like a giraffe (negative connotation) ‫إيجابي(‬ ‫)تشبيه‬ ‫طويل‬ Tall 10 As strong as an ox
As funny as a barrel of monkeys 
No Equivalent in Image or in Meaning
This category shows the cultural untranslatability which poses the highest challenge in translation because of the absence of a relevant equivalent in the TL as illustrated in Table 8 . Olwi (unpublished thesis) proposed that this category represents the highest level of linguistic sensitivity. If any word is not acceptable in the target culture, it can open the door for CBIs that do not exist in the target culture (Ghazala, 2014) . For instance, the Arabic CBI ‫)الكعبة(‬ has been rendered into the English CBI as "Ka'ba" while Ghazala suggests translating it as "the Holy House of God" supplemented with a further comment: "at Makkah, from Muslims". According to cruise mode this is "density change". Another example, cricket, can be rendered ‫الكريكت(‬ ‫الكركيت/رياضة‬ ‫)لعبة‬ whose back translation is "cricket sport/game". Generally, Ghazala in these examples uses adoption and gives short and sometimes long paraphrases in order to open up to new cultures.
On the other hand, he points out that some of these English CBIs have a "unique case" where they should be copying the sounds such as ‫.)حج(‬ Although this word has an equivalent in TC, which is pilgrimage, it is better to render it into "Hajj" as this word refers to a specific place of worship for Muslims in the Holy mosque in Makkah. This typology is referred to as "copying words" according to Pym (2017) . The challenge here can be how to recognise the figurative expression as sometimes a literal meaning can be accessed first, such as Beware of the Greeks bearing gifts. According to the literal first hypothesis, the literal meaning is processed more quickly than an idiomatic meaning if the figurative meaning does not exist in the L1. However, translators can learn other procedures to identify first the figurative expressions and then think of the best way to render them.
As explained in section 2, translators can identify the English CBIs in different ways. For the three categories studied in this paper (idioms/idiomatic expressions, similes and proverbs), translators can look to the syntactic structure used "as...as .../ like…" (to recognise an expression as a simile), grammatically incorrect and/or semantically illogical (to recognise idioms and idiomatic expressions) and/or look for moral values and a story behind the expression (to recognise it as a proverb). This is further exemplified in Table 8 . The Arab's long-sighted power which means "far seeing" A blue-eyed woman with exceptional intuition. Zrqa's tribe relied on her powers in detecting enemies and defending their land, as she was believed to have the ability to see riders from three days' distance away. To ask someone to tell you truly your mistakes and show that you would be pleased if s/he does so.
Similes 9
As cool as a cucumber ‫كالخيار‬ ‫رائق‬ (absence of a relevant equivalent) ً ‫جدا‬ ‫مرتاح‬ ‫رائق‬ ‫الى:‬ ‫ترجمتھا‬ ‫ويمكن‬ ‫مفھومه.‬ ‫غير‬ ‫الصورة‬ Very relaxed and calm 10 As nutty as a fruitcake ‫الفواكة‬ ‫كعكة‬ ‫كما‬ ‫مزعج‬ (absence of a relevant equivalent) ‫مجنون‬ As nutty as a fruitcake
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‫معاوية‬ ‫كشعرة‬ As Mu'awaiah's single hair.
An old simile that was said when Mu'awaiah (Arabic leader) was asked about how he could manage his relationship with his people in a very difficult time. He said like a single hair, if the hair is tightened, he loosens it, if it is too loose, he tightens it, all in the interests of flexibility. Meaning: being balanced between flexibility and strength. 12 ‫جحا‬ ‫كمسمار‬ Like Juha's nail A popular folklore story that Juha sold his house except one nail. In the sale contract, he stipulated that he can do whatever he wanted with the nail. Later, he came back many times at inconvenient times with a hammer in his hand and bangs the nail. Meaning: something becomes no more than a vacuous excuse.
The translator has to be a sophisticated reader of the source language and culture, as many of these expressions refer to a deep understanding of target culture's beliefs, history and values. Then, translators should take into account the purpose of the translation (Skopos theory, Reiss & Vermeer, 1984) . Thus, regarding the English exclamation Christ! The image and the meaning do not exist in Muslim culture and would not be acceptable as they are not part of Muslim beliefs. Thus, the translator in this case has to understand the purpose of this expression (Skopos), and when and how it is used in order to be able to give the directional equivalence. This English CBI is an oath used to express irritation, dismay, or surprise; consequently, the translator can replace it by other oaths in Arabic CBI such as ‫ﷲ(‬ ‫)سبحان‬ which corresponds in English to Glory to Allah/God. This is what is called 'perspective change' typology according to Pym's cruise mode. So, if the meaning is culturally unacceptable, the translator can paraphrase (footnote or gloss), or use a descriptive equivalent in the footnote or gloss with/without calque. But if the meaning is inappropriate, then the translator can simply use the omission procedure, which goes in line with 'text tailoring' another type of translation solution (Pym, 2017) .
However, it is sometimes impossible to rely exclusively on the omission procedure if the word is essential in the text. At the same time, there are some CBIs that have proposed a clash of cultures in translation. A recent example illustrates the adherence of this case; a political meeting was held between the president of Turkey, Tayyip Erdogan, and the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel, on the 3 rd of February, 2017. She said: "We spoke in detail about [...] the questions of the fight against Islamist terrorism, against every form of terrorism, also the terrorism of the PKK" (cf. Express, 2017). She used phrases including Islamist terrorism (a common English CBI used after the events of September 11 by George W. Bush) which left Turkey's president furious. The president said that "This expression "Islamist terror" seriously saddens us Muslims... Such an expression is not correct because Islam and terror cannot be associated. The meaning of Islam is peace… As a Muslim president, personally I cannot accept that" (O'Brien 2017). While it might have been tempting for the translator to remove offensive content from the original, translators should always aim to render the source text faithfully, regardless of their own views and emotions about the content of the original. Therefore, the unfortunate term used by Merkel must stand. However, this example highlights the importance of translating cultural content appropriately by design rather than by accident or by force of habit.
Under different circumstances and if required in a specific context, the offensive content could have been avoided by rendering it as Daesh (Arabic CBI), another term for Islamist terror, Islamic radical and ISIS (the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria). In any case, this example shows to what extent there can be a clash between two cultures which have different identities, beliefs and values. It can be a significant challenge for translators to translate the counter opinions that are expressed by different orientations about major and crucial matters in the world. Ghazala claimed in this regard: "Our 21st Century is the century of globalization, stunning electronics, technology of communications, media and open-mindedness with the other. It is the age of bringing the world closer and making it smaller. Yet, at the same time, it is the age of individualism, localism, nationalism, national pride, global anti-culture, and adherence to one's own culture, character, tradition, conventions, customs, beliefs and values of all types" (2014).
Another typology of translation solutions addressed by Pym is 'compensation' (see table 1 ). This can be explained by the expression, golf widow, which has no equivalence in Arabic. However, the sense can be translated into Arabic with different textual position such as ‫ة(‬ َ ‫ل‬ َ ‫ْم‬ ‫ھ‬ ُ ‫الم‬ ‫,)الزوجة‬ the back translation is 'neglected wife'. Ghazala (2014) also suggests that adding at least a short comment after translating the offensive English CBIs, such as ("sic" ‫ورد‬ ‫,كما‬ "not true" ‫صحيح‬ ‫غير‬ ‫,)وھذا‬ might be the appropriate rendering in some contexts. Generally, the six typologies of translation solutions can be suggested for this category of challenge: perspective change, density change, compensation, text tailoring, copying words and structure.
translators, this study proposes five categories of translation challenges.
Most of these studies overlap in their coverage of idioms, proverbs, idiomatic expressions, metaphors and similes. Likewise, the authors have not found any study in Arabic focusing exclusively on the translation of similes except one study by Ghazala (2007) . Most of the studies deal with idioms or other idiomatic expressions and consider similes as a related type. This research may have been constrained by two aspects. First, the data collection was extensive to almost all types of CBIs, but due to space limitations, the authors presented only three types of CBIs: proverbs, idioms and similes. Second, the classifications in this study were mainly based on classifications formulated by Awwad (1990) and others but using different terms that are easy to learn by trainee translators; a new classification was added that distinguishes this study from other studies. These classifications have been carefully selected but not yet validated by professionals in the field of translation which will be the authors' aim for future studies.
Conclusions
At the outset of the current study, it was emphasised that language is conditioned by culture. Thus, translation should be considered to be equally informed by language and culture in the process of cross-cultural communication. The result of this paper shows five types of similarities and differences between the two languages and cultures involved by analysing the image and the meaning and providing the optimum translation strategy and procedure to follow.
Arabic professional translators have to improve their cultural knowledge of CBIs in their different aspects (i.e., political, religious, symbolic, historical and so on) in both Arabic and English in order to achieve more effective equivalence by considering the similarities and differences between both languages and cultures involved. Also, the results of a previous study (Aldhahi et al., 2016) highlight the inadequate translation procedures used in the translation of CBIs. Thus, in this paper, the researchers have aimed to establish the challenges posed for Arab professional translators in translating CBIs between English and Arabic; the challenge is first to recognise the English CBI and then find the best solution for its translation.
In this respect, translators can identify the English CBIs (idiom and idiomatic expression, proverbs and similes in this study) in different ways, e.g. the syntactic structure, grammatical construction and whether a particular expression carries a moral teaching. After studying the literature of other authors in this regard and drawing on material presented in a previous study (Aldhahi et al., 2016) , the results show five categories on the basis of image and meaning and then suggest the best solution for overcoming these cultural challenges by category (see Table 9 ). Same image-Same meaning (Table 5) natural equivalent 2 Similar image-Same meaning (Table 6) natural equivalent 3 Different image-Same meaning (Table 4) cultural correspondence 4 Same/Similar image-Different meaning (Table 7) resegmentation
5
No equivalent in image or in meaning (Table 8) perspective changes, density change, compensation text tailoring, copying words and structure Possible natural equivalent procedure is suggested for the first two categories of challenges (same image-same meaning, similar image-same meaning and different image-same meaning). Also, translators recommended to use cultural correspondence for the third category (Different image -Same meaning).
In the fourth category of challenge (same/similar image-different meaning),both figurative expressions exist in both cultures, but the connection is different, it is most important for translators to process the literal meaning first, then produce the figurative meaning without using the figurative expression in the target culture. Therefore, resegmentation seems an appropriate typology for this challenge. Vol. 8, No. 3; 2018 the CBI to the target culture and/or use copying words, copying structure, density change and compensation (cruise mode). Also in this category, a CBI can cause a clash of cultures in translation if it is considered a strong CBI. Thus, the translator can use perspective changes and text tailoring. Overall, the results suggest that there is an urgent need to increase trainee translators' overall cultural competence by increasing their English and Arabic vocabularies (cf. Al-Ghussain, 2013) . Once trainees become professionals, they will need a comprehensive knowledge of translation challenges in translating CBIs which will continue to help them find solutions to overcome these challenges. Therefore, further research to support the findings of the current study is needed, in terms of presenting these five challenges to Arabic translators to examine the challenges and provide a valid and reliable test for cultural content in translation studies.
